
       
 
 

AVRO Guidance 
COVID-19 VAT Deferral Scheme 

 
The Chancellor of the Exchequer has announced that there will be a deferral of VAT due to be paid 

between 20 March 2020 until 30 June 2020 (see link below). 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/guidance-to-employers-and-businesses-about-covid-

19/covid-19-support-for-businesses 

This essentially means that businesses will automatically qualify to defer payment of the VAT due on 

their VAT returns for the VAT periods ending February, March or April 2020 until 31/3/2021, 

although VAT refunds and reclaims will be paid by HMRC as usual. 

The ICAEW have confirmed that they have received confirmation form HMRC that businesses direct 

debits will need to be cancelled before the VAT is due to prevent the VAT being drawn during the 

deferral period and businesses should then reinstate the direct debit after the deferral period is 

over.    

Clearly the situation is developing, and it may be that the Chancellor extends the deferral period or 

changes the terms etc and will advise accordingly. 

However, at present the guidance currently issued by HMRC is very short and lacking in detail, so 

what else can we take from the current limited advice? 

DEFAULT SURCHARGES 

The deferral has been confirmed to be an automatic offer without the need for application to HMRC 

and therefore, whilst not explicitly stated, it appears reasonable to assume that default surcharges 

will not apply to these VAT periods. 

Assuming the above is correct, our understanding is that the issuing of Default Surcharges is an 

automated process and therefore it is not clear how this will work in practice; unless the default 

surcharge automatic process can be ‘turned off’ by HMRC, then it may be that default surcharges are 

automatically issued and then subsequently be withdrawn/cancelled by HMRC – we will have to wait 

and see on that one. 

However, the deferral only applies to the VAT payable, not to the submission of the VAT return itself 

and therefore it must be assumed that the normal default surcharge rules will apply if the VAT 

return is submitted late. 

INTEREST  

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/guidance-to-employers-and-businesses-about-covid-19/covid-19-support-for-businesses
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/guidance-to-employers-and-businesses-about-covid-19/covid-19-support-for-businesses


Interest is normally only charged by HMRC on under declarations of VAT, not on VAT that is due on a 

VAT return but paid late; that’s the territory of Default Surcharge. Therefore, although not explicitly 

stated, it appears interest would not be charged on any deferred VAT. 

 

 

OVERSEAS BUSINESSES  

It is unclear whether the deferral applies to business based outside the UK but registered for VAT in 

the UK, given that HMRC’s advice simply states that “All UK businesses are eligible”. 

However, if HMRC meant the deferral to apply to any businesses registered for VAT in the UK, 

irrespective of where they are located, HMRC would have said so (perhaps something like “All 

businesses registered for VAT in the UK”).  

On that basis it must be assumed that businesses that are registered for VAT in the UK but not based 

in the UK are not covered by the deferral. 

EXISTING TIME TO PAY INSTALMENTS 

Again, the advice makes no reference to existing time to pay agreements where instalments would 

fall to be paid during the deferral period. 

However, the implication from their advice is that the deferral relates to ‘new’ VAT that becomes 

due during the deferral period, given that no application is required for deferral.  

Clearly an existing Time to Pay agreement is firstly an ‘agreement,’ so has thus come about as a 

result of an ‘application’ to HMRC for time to pay but, probably more importantly, also relates to 

‘old’ VAT that became due prior to the deferral period. 

It must therefore be safe to assume that the deferral doesn’t apply to instalments due under pre-

existing time to pay arrangements and if payment of an instalment is an issue then that should be 

discussed with HMRC’s Debt Management Unit. 

Further details and contact details for HMRC can be found at the following link: 

https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/hm-revenue-customs/contact/vat-enquiries 
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